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Abstract
Compressed Path Databases (CPD) are powerful database driven methods for shortest path extraction in grids and in spatial networks. Yet CPDs have two main drawbacks: (1) constructing the database requires an offline all-pairs precompute, which can sometimes be prohibitive and; (2) extracting a path requires a number of database lookups equal to its number of edges, which can be costly in terms of time. In this work, we consider how CPD methods can be improved and enhanced by: (i) contracting the input graph before pre-processing and; (ii) limiting the preprocessing step to only a selected subset of graph nodes. We also describe a new bi-directional path extraction algorithm which we call CH-CPD. In a range of experiments on road networks, we show that CH-CPD substantially improves on conventional CPDs in terms of preprocessing costs and online performance. We also report convincing query time improvements against a range of methods from the recent literature.

Introduction
Shortest path queries are one of the most ubiquitous practical uses of computing. This query is the underlying computation in route planning software (Delling et al. 2017), such as Bing and Google Maps. Shortest paths are also used as input for higher-level planning tasks, such as ride sharing (Alonso-Mora et al. 2017), traffic assignment (Luxen and Sanders 2011) and for computing collision-free plans for teams of moving agents (Stern et al. 2019).

In each application setting, shortest path problems are myriad and solutions are needed extremely fast. Among the leading methods in this area are Compressed Path Databases (Botea 2011; Strasser, Harabor, and Botea 2014): a family of techniques that forgo conventional state-space search and instead extract shortest paths using precomputed first-move data. A CPD can be understood as an oracle CPD[s, t] which, given a start-target pair, resp. s and t, tells the identity of the first edge on the optimal path: from s toward t. Using a simple recursive procedure, CPDs can extract entire paths at ultra-fast speed (Sturtevant et al. 2015). There are however two drawbacks: (1) the time complexity for building the database is quadratic in the size of the input graph, which can be prohibitive in some cases; (2) the query time performance grows supra-linearly with the number of edges in the shortest path,¹ which affects performance when there are many edges to extract.

To mitigate the disadvantages of CPDs we investigate connections with another family of successful, but search-based, speedup techniques called Contraction Hierarchies (CH) (Geisberger et al. 2008, 2012). The CH method can be understood as a type of embedded graph abstraction (Holte et al. 1996). During preprocessing, additional “shortcut” edges are added to the graph. During online search, these shortcuts help the search to bypass many “unimportant” nodes which would otherwise need to be expanded. Moreover, the total number of edges on a path, from start to target, is reduced. For this reason we consider contracted graphs in combination with CPDs. First, CH graphs help to improve CPD online performance, by reducing the number of lookups we need to perform when extracting a path. Second, CH graphs help to reduce CPD offline costs, by allowing us to speed up the many Dijkstra searches required to construct first-move data. In broad strokes, our strategy is as follows:

• We develop a new bi-directional query algorithm, which combines online search in a CH with CPD path extraction. This allows us to compute shortest paths substantially faster than either CH or CPD.

We compare our approach on several well known road network benchmarks. Our principal points of comparison are SHP (Li et al. 2017) and PHL (Akiba et al. 2014): two recent and also database-driven query algorithms. We show that, for computing shortest paths, CH-CPD offers substantially better performance and has overall smaller storage costs.

¹Complexity per lookup is logarithmic in the size of the compressed data w.r.t the corresponding row.
Preliminaries

Let $G = (V, E, w)$ be a (directed or undirected) graph, with nodes $V$, edges $E \subseteq V \times V$ and $w : E \to \mathbb{R}^+$ a weight function that maps each edge $e \in E$ to a non-negative weight $w(e)$. A path $p$ from $s$ to $t$ in $G$ is a sequence of nodes $(n_0, n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_k)$, where $k \in \mathbb{N}^+$, $n_0 = s$, $n_k = t$, and $(n_i, n_{i+1}) \in E, 0 \leq i < k$. The length of the path is $|p| = \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} w(n_i, n_{i+1})$ and $d(s, t)$ denotes the length of the shortest path, from $s$ to $t$ in $G$. For exposition only, we will assume $G$ is undirected.

Compressed Path Database: A CPD is a data structure that specifies the first edge (equiv. move) $m$ on an optimal path, from any node $s$ towards any node $t$ (Botea 2011). We often use the endpoint $m$ to refer to a first-move edge $(s, m)$, with the current node $s$ being clear from context. Each CPD is constructed offline in a preprocessing phase. For each source node $s \in V$, we run a complete Dijkstra search. The result is a first move table, $T(s)$, which records all optimal first moves; from $s$ to any reachable target $t \in V$.

The table is compressed via Run-Length Encoding (RLE) (Strasser, Harabor, and Botea 2014) and stored to the disk, concluding one iteration. Being independent, the iterations can be run in parallel, with a speed-up linear in the number of processors. For the effectiveness of RLE compression, the columns of table are ordered by Depth First Search (DFS) as suggested by Strasser, Botea, and Harabor (2015).

Example 1. Consider the graph shown in Figure 1. The first move tables for nodes G, J and I are shown in Table 1, where * is a wildcard symbol that can be combined with any run. The compressed RLE string of each row is respectively $[(1, D), (4, E), (1, E), (4, C), (6, E), (7, H)]$ and $[(1, H), (9, B)]$.

With a CPD in hand, we begin the online phase of the algorithm. Given a start-target pair $(s, t)$ (equiv. instance), our task is to extract an optimal path $CPDPath(s, t)$. The implementation of this function requires a simple binary search through a compressed string of symbols representing the first-move row $T(s)$ (Strasser, Harabor, and Botea 2014). Once a move is extracted it can be immediately followed, giving rise to a simple recursive procedure that terminates after reaching the target (or after $k$ steps for a partial path).

Contraction Hierarchies: A CH is an augmented multi-level graph that can be exploited to speed up pathfinding search. Building a CH is a simple process requiring only the repeated application of a contraction operation to the nodes of the input graph $G$. In broad strokes:

1. Apply a total lex order $\mathcal{L}$ to the nodes of $G$. We use the ND order suggested in (Dibbelt, Strasser, and Wagner 2016).
2. W.r.t. $\mathcal{L}$, choose the least node $v$ from the graph that has not been previously selected.
3. (Contraction) Add to $G$ a shortcut edge $(u, w)$ between each pair of in-neighbour $u$ and out-neighbour $w$ of $v$ for which: 1) $u$ and $w$ are both lexically larger than $v$; and 2) the shortest path from $u$ to $w$ passes through $v$. To reduce the number of shortcuts added in $G$, the subpath $(u, v, w)$ should be both unique and optimal. Fewer shortcuts improve query performance but verifying local optimality requires additional pre-processing time.

Example 2. In Figure 2, we contract a toy graph in alphabetical lex order. Note how shortcut edges (dashed) can connect start and target faster than would otherwise be possible. Without shortcuts, the optimal path from $A$ to $B$ has 7 edges: $(A, D, G, E, J, I, B)$. An equivalent-cost path, with shortcuts, traverses only five edges: $(A, D, G, J, I, B)$.

A core idea of contraction hierarchies is that shortcut edges can bypass one or more intermediate nodes in a single step. However, for each shortcut edge $(u, w)$ and each intermediate node $v$ we have $f(v) \leq f(w)$; i.e., given a monotonically increasing cost function $f$, a simple best-first search will usually expand $v$ before $w$ in order to compute an optimal path. To achieve a speedup, authors in (Geisberger et al. 2008) divide the set of edges $E$ into two as follows:

- $E_u = \{(u, v) \in E \mid u <_\mathcal{L} v\}$ (i.e., the set of all “up” edges); and
- $E_d = \{(u, v) \in E \mid u >_\mathcal{L} v\}$ (i.e., the set of all “down” edges).

Table 1: First moves for G, J and I for the example of Fig. 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ordering</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Arrays of costs for nodes J, A and B shown in Fig. 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ordering</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d(J,_)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d(A,_)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d(B,_)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: From the source node G, the optimal first move to any node colored red (resp. purple) is D (resp. E).

Figure 2: We show the result of contracting E (resp. H) in purple (resp. red). Dashed edges indicate shortcut edges.
The following results, paraphrased here, are due to (Geisberger et al. 2008).

**Lemma 1. (ch-path):** For every optimal path \( \pi_{s,t} \) in \( E \), there is a cost equivalent ch-path \( \pi'_{s,t} \) whose prefix \( (s, \ldots, k) \) is found in \( E_1 \) and whose suffix \( (k \ldots t) \) is found in \( E_2 \).

**Corollary 1. (apex node):** Every ch-path has a node \( k \) which is lexically largest among all nodes on the path.

Following Lemma 1, a natural decomposition of the shortest path problem in a contraction hierarchy is the following: first compute a subpath \( (s, \ldots, k) \) in \( E_1 \); next, compute a second subpath \( (k, \ldots, t) \) in \( E_2 \). All that remains is to identify a suitable node \( k \) which minimises the total distance. BCH is a variation on bi-directional Dijkstra search that was developed specifically for solving such problems.

In forward direction, BCH considers only the outgoing edges in \( E_1 \). In reverse direction, BCH considers only the incoming edges in \( E_2 \). Each meeting point of the two search frontiers corresponds to a tentative shortest path. Unlike standard bi-directional Dijkstra search, which can be terminated as soon as the sum of the minimum \( f \)-values on open lists for both directions is no less than the length of best candidate path, BCH continues until it can prove the meeting point \( k \) minimises the total distance between \( s \) and \( t \), i.e., BCH stops when the minimum \( f \)-value on both open lists are as least as large as the best candidate path found so far (or when both lists are empty, if there is no such path). Though simple, BCH remains state of the art for pathfinding on road networks with millions of nodes (Geisberger et al. 2012).

**Landmarks:** Landmarks (Goldberg and Harrelson 2005) is a method for generating admissible estimates in shortest path search. We use landmarks to further improve the performance of the BCH query algorithm. For each landmark \( l \in L \), we select \( l \) on the border of the graph following the same procedure as Sturtevant et al. (2009), and compute an array that records the distance to every other node. The arrays of costs are exploited to lower-bound the true distance, from any node \( u \) to any other node \( v \):

\[
\text{landmark}(u, v) = \max\{|d(u, l) - d(v, l)| \mid l \in L\}
\]

**Example 3.** Consider Table 2 that shows arrays of costs for three landmarks. The lower-bound distance from \( G \) to \( F \) is \( \max\{|4 - 2|, |2 - 8|, |9 - 4|\} = 6 \) (i.e., the true distance).

**Combining CH and CPD**

Given a weighted graph \( G \), we first construct a Contraction Hierarchy. With this contracted graph in hand, a CPD can now be constructed by following the same general procedures already described. However, we introduce three changes: (i) we modify the successor generating function of the Dijkstra algorithm so that every node is reached along a ch-path; (ii) we enhance the basic Dijkstra algorithm using precomputed distance tables, which speeds up the computation of first-move data; (iii) we store compressed data for only a subset of all graph nodes.

---

*Other edges from \( E \), such as incoming up-edges and outgoing down-edges are safely discarded by BCH to save space.*

---

**CH-Paths in Dijkstra Search:** Recall a ch-path always has an apex node which is lexically larger than all the other nodes on the path. For a given source \( s \) and target \( t \), constructing the ch-path gives following three cases:

1. **Up ch-path:** \( t \) is an apex node (i.e., \( t >_L v \) for \( v \in (s, \ldots, t - 1) \))
2. **Up-Down ch-path:** an intermediate node \( k \) is an apex node (i.e., \( k >_L v \) for \( v \in (s, \ldots, k - 1) \) \( (k + 1, \ldots, t) \))
3. **Down ch-path:** \( s \) is an apex node (i.e., \( s >_L v \) for \( v \in (s + 1, \ldots, t) \))

In other words, before the apex node, every subsequent node on a ch-path is lexically larger than the previous. After the apex, every subsequent node on a ch-path is lexically smaller than the previous. We modify Dijkstra search to only consider ch-paths by way of a simple neighbour pruning rule called UTD (Up-Then-Down) (Harabor and Stuckey 2018). The idea is simple: (i) if the predecessor of the current node is lexically larger than the current node we prune all up successors (this covers case 3); (ii) if the predecessor is lexically smaller than the current node we generate all successors, up or down (this covers case 1 and 2). The only paths disallowed by UTD involve edges to lexically smaller nodes followed by edges to lexically larger nodes; i.e., non ch-paths.

**Distance Tables Enhancement:** In a CH, nodes with high lex values appear often as the apex node along a great many shortest ch-paths. We exploit this observation to reduce the cost of first-move preprocessing, as follows:

**Caching:** For a given contracted graph \( G \), we first select a set of nodes \( C \) that have the largest lex values. For each node \( v_c \in C \), we run our modified single-source Dijkstra search and store not only a first move table but also a table of distances, from \( v_c \) to every other node in the graph.

**Pruning:** For each remaining node \( v \notin C \), we start a single-source Dijkstra search as usual but we never generate any successors for any cached node \( v_c \in C \). When expanding a cached node we instead refer to the cached distances and attempt to relax the tentative estimate \( g(v, v') \) for each node \( v' \in G \). We perform the relaxation if \( g(v, v') > d(v, v_c) + d(v_c, v') \) where \( d(v_c, v') \) is the cached distance. The first move table of \( v \) is also relaxed accordingly using the first move on the current optimal path \( P(v, v_c) \). Simultaneously relaxing all tentative distances gives tight upper-bounds sooner and helps the search to terminate faster. First,
we never expand successors for any node \( v_i \in C \). Second, all distance information usually propagated by such nodes is copied into the first move table of \( v_i \). That means we also never expand any node \( v \notin C \) where the apex of the optimal ch-path from \( v \) resides in \( C \). It is easy to see this approach limits the search space and allows for faster termination.

**On Demand Reading:** Storing all distance tables in RAM requires \( O(|C||V|) \) space and can be prohibitive as \( |C| \) grows large. We thus store the tables to disk and retrieve them on demand: whenever the search expands a node \( v_i \in C \). When loading, distance data is mapped into virtual memory at once which avoids unnecessary I/O operations.

**Example 4.** Consider building the CPD for the graph of Figure 3. Assume we have already constructed \( C = \{J\} \). We begin a Dijkstra search from \( G \) and update tentative distances and first move tables when expanding \( J \). The search terminates after expanding \( D, A, E \) and \( \text{J} \). Without exploring the rest of the graph. The first moves to \( C, H, I, F, \) and \( B \) are the same as for \( J \) since the shortest ch-path from \( G \) to each of these nodes is via \( J \).

**Partial CH-CPD:** CH and cost caching help to speed up each Dijkstra search, which means computing first-move data is faster in practice compared to the original baseline. However the worst-case time complexity is unchanged: \( O(|V||E| + |V|^2 \log |V|) \). To further improve preprocessing costs, we propose to compute and store first-move data for only a selected subset of the full CH graph (i.e., \( T \subseteq G \)).

There are many ways to choose \( T \) but an important requirement is that the subgraph is closed, in other words, for each pair of nodes, \( s, t \in T \), the shortest ch-path must also belong to \( T \). Since every ch-path is always an Up-Down path, we can therefore select any subset of vertices which is lexicographically upwards closed, i.e., \( T(v_l) = \{v_l \in V : v_l \geq v \text{ for } v \in V \setminus T\} \). Clearly all Up-Down paths between vertices in \( T(v_l) \) only make use of vertices in \( T(v_l) \).

With \( T \) selected, we now compute a partial CPD for some upper part of the contraction hierarchy. However we also need to define a new shortest path algorithm, to support queries for arbitrary pairs of start \( s \) and target \( t \). Here we combine the BCH query method with CPD path extraction. The approach is similar to End Point Search (EPS) (Shen et al. 2020) in that, when a node \( v \in T \) is expanded, we use the CPD to extract candidate shortest paths: from \( v \) to all other nodes \( v' \in T \) that have been expanded in the opposite direction. We give a detailed description in the next section.

**Bi-directional CPD Search**

Our search algorithm is similar to BCH but with some fundamental differences. Firstly, we employ bi-directional A* search instead of bi-directional Dijkstra. In particular, for each \( s \) and \( t \) query, our search is guided by a landmark heuristic; i.e., the \( f \)-value for a node \( v \) is \( g(s, v) + \text{landmark}(v, t) \) with \( g(s, v) + d(s, v) \geq d(s, v) \) being a tentative upper bound for the optimal distance from \( s \) to \( v \). Secondly, when the search expands a CPD node (i.e., a node that exists in the partial CPD), we do not generate any successors. Instead, the partial CPD is used to extract paths/distances to all CPD nodes expanded in the other direction. We also reduce the number of first move extractions using pruning rules discussed later. Similar to BCH, our approach considers only "up" edges and uses stall-on-demand: a well known and performance improving technique (Geisberger et al. 2008).

The pseudo-code of our approach is shown in Algorithm 1. We start the bi-directional search from \( s \) and \( t \) with separate queues \( Q_s \) and \( Q_t \). We use \( \text{ops} \) (resp. \( \text{opp} \)) to denote the current (resp. opposite) direction in which the search is expanding; i.e., if \( \text{cur} \) is start then \( \text{opp} \) is target and vice versa. The optimal path \( p \) and the optimal path length \( |p| \) are initialized to be empty and infinity, respectively.

In each iteration, we pop the node \( v \) with the smallest \( f \)-value from the current queue \( Q \). When this node is in the CPD (i.e., \( v \in T \)), we add this to \( V_{\text{cur}} \) to record that this CPD node is expanded by the search from \( \text{cur} \). Then, we use the CPD to efficiently compute the shortest path/distance from \( v \) to each CPD node \( v' \in V_{\text{opp}} \) found by the search from the opposite side \( \text{opp} \). If, for any \( v' \in V_{\text{opp}} \), \( g(\text{cur}, v) + d(v, v') + g(v', \text{opp}) < |p| \), we update the optimal path to \( \langle \text{cur}, v, v', \text{opp} \rangle \). Note that this only records two intermediate CPD nodes on the path \( p \). The complete optimal path is recovered once at the end of the algorithm. Also, note that \( g(\text{cur}, v) \) and \( g(v', \text{opp}) \) are already known due to the two A* searches from \( \text{cur} \) and \( \text{opp} \), respectively, whereas \( d(v, v') \) is efficiently extracted using the CPD.

If the node \( v \) is not a CPD node, we follow bi-directional search. For node \( v \) that we have met from the other direction (i.e., \( v \in R_{\text{opp}} \)), we calculate the path length from \( s \) to \( v \) and replace \( p \) with this path if it is better than the current \( p \). We then expand \( v \), adding its neighbours to the "reached nodes" from the current direction \( R_{\text{cur}} \) and the priority queue \( Q_{\text{cur}} \), pruning as appropriate using the current incumbent path length. Finally, we swap the search and proceed in the other direction (assuming \( \text{opp} \) is not already exhausted). Note that the search never expands beyond a CPD.

---

**Algorithm 1: Bi-directional CPD Search**

**Input:** \( s \): start, \( t \): target, CPD: for vertices in the set \( T \)

**Output:** an optimal path from \( s \) to \( t \)

**Init:** \( V_s = \emptyset \), \( V_t = \emptyset \), \( p = \emptyset \), \( |p| = \infty \), \( R_s = \emptyset \), \( R_t = \emptyset \)

1. \( \text{cur} = s; \text{opp} = t; \)
2. \( Q_s = \{s\}; Q_t = \{t\} \)
3. while both A* searches are not exhausted do
   4. \( v = \text{pop}(Q_{\text{cur}}); \)
   5. if \( v \in T \) then // \( v \) is a CPD node
      6. \( V_{\text{cur}} \leftarrow V_{\text{cur}} \cup \{v\} \)
      7. for each \( v' \in V_{\text{opp}} \) do
         8. if \( g(\text{cur}, v) + d(v, v') + g(v', \text{opp}) < |p| \) then
            9. \( p \leftarrow \langle \text{cur}, v, v', \text{opp} \rangle \)
         10. else
            11. if \( v \in R_{\text{opp}} \) then // \( v \) reached by \( \text{opp} \) search
               12. if \( g(\text{cur}, v) + g(v, \text{opp}) < |p| \) then
                  13. \( p \leftarrow \langle \text{cur}, v, \text{opp} \rangle \)
               14. \( A^* \text{Expand}(v, Q_{\text{cur}}, R_{\text{cur}}) \)
            15. if \( Q_{\text{opp}} \) is not empty then
               16. \( \text{cur}, \text{opp} \leftarrow \text{opp}, \text{cur}; \)
      17. return \( p \) after unpacking it;
node, i.e., only non-CPD nodes can generate successors.

The loop terminates when both of the \( A^* \) searches exhaust. We say that an \( A^* \) search exhausts if either the queue becomes empty or the top node \( v \) has \( f \)-value at least equal to \( |p| \). When the loop terminates, we unpack \( p \) to obtain the complete path and return it. First, the Up-Down path in the contraction hierarchy is recovered from \( p \) by using the predecessor for each node (recorded either during the two \( A^* \) searches or the CPD path extraction as discussed shortly). Then, the shortcuts in this Up-Down path are unpacked to obtain the optimal path in the original graph. Next, we discuss pruning to speed up the algorithm.

**Pruning:** Recall, at line 8, we compute \( d(v, v') \) for every \( v' \in V_{opp} \) using the CPD. This involves recursively obtaining first moves to identify a complete path from \( v \) to \( v' \). In some cases, we can avoid computing \( d(v, v') \) by checking if \( g(cur, v) + \text{landmark}(v, v') + g(v', opp) \geq |p| \). For each pair \( v, v' \) that cannot be pruned in this way, we employ a caching scheme that can reduce unnecessary first move extractions. Specifically, whenever we extract a first move \( u \) on the shortest path from \( v \) to \( v' \), we also record \( g(cur, u) \) which corresponds to the shortest distance from \( cur \) to \( u \) seen so far. We also maintain the predecessor of \( u \) which helps in path recovery as discussed earlier. Later, when extracting a path from any \( v \in V_{cur} \) to any \( v' \in V_{opp} \), we can terminate the recursion early if we reach a node \( u \) for which \( g(cur, u) < g(cur, v) + d(v, u) \). This is because we already have explored a path to \( u \) which is shorter than the current path to \( u \) via \( v \). Notice that our caching strategy maintains only tentative distances. As such it requires no additional memory overheads beyond what is typically allocated for bi-directional search. Though simple, this approach substantially improves the performance of CH-CPD search.

**Theorem 1.** Algorithm 1 returns an optimal path.

**Proof.** (Sketch) Clearly Algorithm 1 examines all the paths that either meet, or connect via a pair of CPD vertices \( (v_s, v_t) \). But avoids exploring the vertices that have the \( f \)-values bigger than the cost of current shortest path \( |p| \) (thus can never be part of optimal path), and vertices pairs \( (v_s, v_t) \) of CPD where \( d(s, v_s) + d(v_s, v_t) + d(v_t, t) \geq |p| \).

**Example 5.** Consider the example in Figure 4 and assume that \( D \) to \( J \) are CPD nodes (shown in red) and \( C \) is a landmark (shown in blue). The \( A^* \) search from start \( A \) first expands the CPD node \( D \). Then, the \( A^* \) search from target \( B \) expands the CPD node \( I \). CPD is used to extract the path from \( I \) to \( D \) and the distances from \( B \) to each node on the path are cached. The optimal path \( p \) is updated to be \( (B, I, D, A) \) with length 11. \( A^* \) search from \( A \) prunes the node \( C \) using the landmark heuristic because \( g(A, C) + \text{landmark}(C, B) = 10 + 6 = 16 > 11 \). This \( A^* \) search exhausts. The \( A^* \) search from the target expands \( F \). It needs to extract a path from \( F \) to \( D \) using the CPD. First moves are extracted and when the node \( J \) is reached, the path extraction stops. This is because the cached distance \( g(B, J) = 5 \) is smaller than \( g(B, F) + d(F, J) = 6 \). \( A^* \) search from the target is also exhausted. The path \( (B, I, D, A) \) is unpacked and returned.

**Experiments**

We test our proposed algorithms against baseline implementations of our two main ingredients, CH and CPD, and against other state-of-the-art methods from the recent literature. By CPD we refer to Compressed Path Databases, as represented by SRC (Strasser, Harabor, and Botea 2014) and implemented by original authors. CH refers to Contraction Hierarchies (Geisberger et al. 2008, 2012), as implemented in RoutingKit. CH+L (CH + Landmarks) is a customised variant similar to CH where we replace bidirectional Dijkstra search with bidirectional \( A^* \) and Landmark heuristics.

We show CH+L performs significantly better than CH. Our approach meanwhile is denoted CH-CPD \( (x\%) \) where \( x\% \) means that a CPD is constructed for top \( x\% \) of the nodes in the contraction hierarchy. Both CH-CPD and CH+L use 4 landmarks for distance estimates (adding more did not improve performance).

For further comparison we also consider two recent hub-labeling algorithms, PHL and SHP, as described in (Li et al. 2017) and using implementations from those authors. PHL (Pruned Highway labeling) (Akiba et al. 2014) is a popular and efficient hub labeling method for shortest distance queries on road networks. While most hub labeling algorithms use nodes as hubs, PHL differs mainly in that it uses highway paths as hubs and the distances are maintained to these highways. SHP (Significant path based Hub Pushing) (Li et al. 2017) is another state-of-the-art hub labeling approach for road networks. It employs ideas similar to PHL but considers the vertices on “significant paths” as hubs. Such vertices are simply ranked by the multiplication of vertex degree and descendant size difference. To efficiently recover shortest paths, both PHL and SHP store predecessor nodes along with each hub label as suggested in (Li et al. 2017). While this increases the index size, it significantly speeds up the shortest path recovery time.

**Queries:** For experiments, we consider a variety of road networks taken from the 9th DIMACS challenge. We generate queries as suggested in (Wu et al. 2012); each road network is discretised into a \( 1024 \times 1024 \) grid with cell side length \( l \). We randomly generate ten groups of queries such that \( i \)-th group contains 1000 \((s, t)\) pairs with Euclidean distance between them within \( 2^{i-1} \times l \) to \( 2^i \times l \), thus

---

3 https://bitbucket.org/dharabor/pathfinding
4 https://github.com/RoutingKit/RoutingKit
5 http://degroup.cis.umac.mo/sspexp
6 http://users.diag.uniroma1.it/challenge9/
10,000 queries in total. In discussions, we distinguish between path queries, which asks for a shortest (uncontracted) path from start to target, and distance queries, which ask only for the length. Individual queries are run 10 times; we omit the best and worst run and average all the rest.

All algorithms are implemented in C++ and compiled with -O3 flag. We use a 32 cores Nectar research cloud with 64GB of RAM and Ubuntu 18.04 LTS (Bionic) amd64.

### Preprocessing Cost and Space

We first compare various methods for shortest path query processing in terms of the preprocessing time required and the size of the data structures required to support the method. Table 3 compares the CH-CPD approaches where the CPD is produced on the top 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, or all the nodes versus other techniques. Note that the costs for CH-CPD include all the costs for constructing and storing the contraction hierarchy. We make use of the distance tables enhancement introduced earlier to speed up the CH-CPD preprocessing by caching the top 0.5% of the nodes.

We use road maps from the DIMACS challenge using either the distance weights or the travel time weights (which are the most expensive to compute; what is interesting is that the CPD on the original graph is more expensive to compute than on the contraction hierarchy, since for the CH-CPD we can restrict to Up-Down paths and make use of caching in the preprocessing. The full CH-CPD is around 50% larger than the CPD on the original graph even though it is cheaper to compute. Partial CH-CPDs are significantly cheaper to compute and store than the full CH-CPD, reaching the same ballpark compute times as PHL and SHP at 20%. What is somewhat surprising is that the full CH-CPD storage costs are significantly smaller than both PHL and SHP on the Distance maps, while in the Travel Time maps they tend to be larger than PHL and around the same size as SHP.

Overall, we see that the storage requirements for CH-CPDs are not overwhelming, and indeed can be smaller than the competitors. The use of partial CH-CPDs means we can trade off storage requirements with query time.

Table 4 shows some results about the effectiveness of the caching preprocessing enhancement. The table shows the average number of cached nodes (#C) in range of 0 to 1% of the total nodes.

### Table 3: Number of vertices (#V) and edges (#E) in maps, build time in Mins, and memory in MB for CH-CPD and competitors.

### Table 4: Average number of cache nodes expanded (#CE) and total build time (TT) in minutes for constructing CPD for various proportions of the contraction hierarchy.
randomly chosen cache nodes, we observed a slowdown as
the same top-n% of nodes. But the choice of which nodes
ported here, we observed improvement by a few factors for
preprocessing of traditional CPDs as well. Although not re-
 similars. Note that this approach can be adapted to improve the
caching preprocessing enhancement is highly effective, re-
ducing construction times to one third, and by more on larger
maps. The percentage of cached nodes does not make that
much difference, as clearly the number of expanded cached
nodes hardly changes. The results on the other maps are simi-
lar. Note that this approach can be adapted to improve the
preprocessing of traditional CPDs as well. Although not re-
ported here, we observed improvement by a few factors for
constructing traditional CPDs by caching the distances on the
same top-n% of nodes. But the choice of which nodes
to cache is important to the success of the approach. With
randomly chosen cache nodes, we observed a slowdown as it
incurs a large number of distance updates in the order of
$|C| \times |V|$. Our optimisation is not limited by certain or-
dering and we believe that other intuitive lexical orderings
e.g., nodes having high "reach") may further improve pre-
processing of traditional CPDs.

Figure 5: Runtime comparisons on the six road network Distance and Travel Time graphs. The x-axis shows the percentile
ranks of path queries sorted based on actual distances between start and target.

Query Processing Time

Next we compare path query processing times of the vari-
ous methods. Figure 5 shows cactus plots for each com-
peting algorithm on 12 different graphs. Note that for each
CH-based method the path query time includes path un-
packing. Examining the results we can see that in terms of
worst case performance contraction hierarchies are particu-
larly important. The top three methods in the larger maps
are CH-CPD, CH+L and CH. Other methods can be faster
for some queries, since they avoid path unpacking, but by
the time we reach 100% of queries solved, these methods
dominate. Interestingly, Landmarks are significantly benefi-
cial for CH on the Distance maps while making almost no
difference on the Travel Time maps. Basic CPD is very good
for queries with short paths but becomes less competitive
as more extractions are required. CH-CPD is faster than all
other approaches on all maps; the combination of no search
together with few lookups finds optimal paths very quickly.

In Table 5, we extend the comparison to consider short-
est distance queries and also include the partial CH-CPDs.
Unsurprisingly the distance based methods PHL and SHP
are far superior for distance queries, since the other meth-
ods essentially find the shortest path and then calculate its
Table 5: Running time comparison for distance and path queries, we report average time (µs) between CH-CPD and competitors.

Table 6: Average number of nodes #Generated and #Expanded by each algorithm. CPD Usage corresponds to % of queries for which both A* searches expand at least one CPD node (and hence end up using CPD). For queries that use CPD, we report average $|V_s|$ (resp. $|V_t|$) that denote # of CPD nodes expanded from $s$ (resp. $t$), and average #Path and #Firstmove extractions.

length (although they can avoid path unpacking). We can see that the partial CH-CPDs roughly double the query time when moving to a 20% CH-CPD, where the query times are roughly still slightly ahead of CH+L and still significantly better than PHL and SHP for path retrieval.

Table 6 provides more insights. CH+L performs significantly better than CH due to the smaller number of nodes generated and expanded using the landmark heuristic. As shown by CPD Usage, CH-CPD does not always need to use the CPD (when the optimal path does not pass through CPD nodes). For such queries, CH-CPD essentially is the same as CH+L. Note that the numbers of CPD nodes expanded from start ($|V_s|$) and target ($|V_t|$) are pretty small. Furthermore, the number of paths extracted using CPD is also significantly smaller than $|V_s| \times |V_t|$ which shows the effectiveness of our pruning rules that also help significantly reduce the number of first move extractions. Compared with the CPD on the original graph, the full CH-CPD requires a significantly smaller number of first move extractions which explains its superior performance.

Conclusion

We show how to use Compressed Path Databases and Construction Hierarchies to generate the fastest shortest path query retrieval method we are aware of. The use of Construction Hierarchies also allows us to cache information for the CPD construction that actually makes CPD construction significantly faster. We also show how we can tradeoff pre-processing time and space with path retrieval time by building partial CPDs. While path retrieval now requires search it is still highly competitive with other methods.
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